
Party Time!     Live music by David.

Happy Christmas to all our members and their families. 
Thursday 23 December will be the close of play for the year. 

Bring a plate (with something on it), your drinks, wives, 
partners, girlfriends (or boyfriends) and join the party.The 

barbecue will be fired up and torturing the sausages.
 



Youth Development Fund.
Napier City Council allocate funding each 
year to the Youth Council of Napier to 
distribute to young Napierites. 
Our youngest member, Ashley McKeen, was 
awarded a grant, “to further establish a 
successful business, building and repairing 
electric guitars”. Well done Ashley. 

The Shed manager, Brian Hatton and Jon 
(cat man) Fitz working on the same project. 

The pirates chest and tools which will be moved to the Ahuriri Beach. This project was 
largely completed by (L to R) Ian Appleton, Ian Levet and Paddy Dobson. William Phelps, 
(not pictured), fitted the steel hardware.



David McKenzie turned and fitted two chair stretchers. Picture two shows him staining the new parts 
to match the original.

Deputy Shed Manager, Doug spends much of his 
time maintaining the equipment. We must try to 
go easier on the machinery, guys, as Doug has 
heaps of other projects that he would much rather 
be working on!

One of these projects that Doug is working on, is 
his beautifully engineered toy ride-on car. We 
thank Ulrich Aluminium for donating the 
aluminium products and Jon F for providing the 
wheels. The car will be raffled when completed.

Jim Hogg's solidly built workbench. The 
bench is now safely installed in his shed at 
home.

This walker belonged to Graeme Black. It is 
now available to any member who might 
need it to get around the Shed.



Paddy put a lot of work into restoring this 
chest. He was rewarded by having a very 
happy customer.

Ken Le Prou is buzzing! Good to see you 
wearing that mask Ken.

Mike (Bedz are Us) Smith. I've no idea 
how many beds Mike and his team have 
made. I lost count at about 100.

We have recruited many new members 
recently. Welcome to the workhouse. 
Ihave deliberately included the full 
names f those featured in the pictures 
to help our newer members put names 
to faces.
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